


Comedy solved.

What Exactly Is a MysteryCaper?

A MysteryCaper book contains humor, adventure and intrigue.  The mystery in 
a MysteryCaper might center around a puzzle or brainteaser.  It could feature a 
heist, or even a friendly corpse or two, but never anything gritty—that’s not how 
MysteryCapers roll.  Expect to find a lighthearted romp, a brief  escape.  But no 
harsh reality.  A little cozy, a little crazy and always, we hope, a lot of  fun.  Enjoy 
one (or two or ten) today!

www.mysterycaper.com
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Fleeting Memory

When a retired detective agrees to compete on a new game 
show called Deadly Allusions, he doesn’t realize just how 
deadly it can get.

     June 2011.  228 pages.  6 x 9.  Enescu Fleet Mystery, Book One.

    $29. Hardcover.  978-0991232437 / 0991232437             $4.99 E-book.
    $12.95 Softcover.  978-1463602017 / 1463602014

“An utterly winning, deceptively smart collection of  
mishaps, plot twists and grinning one-liners.”

–Kirkus Reviews

Fleeting Glance

Enescu Fleet returns—this time to unlock the secrets of  a 
mysterious museum.

     November 2012.  283 pages.  6 x 9.  Enescu Fleet Mystery, Book Two.

    $29. Hardcover.  978-0991232444 / 0991232445            $4.99 E-book.
    $12.95 Softcover.  978-1480199149 / 1480199141

Fleeting Note

The puzzling last words of  a murdered music critic, a 
missing rhapsody and a band of  high-profile suspects.  Can 
Fleet decipher the key in time?

    July 2013.  205 pages.  6 x 9.  Enescu Fleet Mystery, Book Three.

    $29. Hardcover.  978-0991232451 / 0991232453             $4.99 E-book.
    $12.95 Softcover.  978-1490444109 / 1490444106

“A smart, laugh-out-loud murder-mystery romp.”

–Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

“This series may be one of  my all-time favorites … I have 
never read a mystery as engaging and inherently funny.”

–Literary R&R
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Fleeting Chance

Poker, boats and treasure.  Could Fleet be in over his head 
on this adventure?

    August 2014.  230 pages.  6 x 9.  Enescu Fleet Mystery, Book Four.

    $29. Hardcover.  978-0991232468 / 0991232461            $4.99 E-book.
    $12.95 Softcover.  978-1500656676 / 1500656674

“... A nice blend of  humor and detection, with a clever 
resolution that may surprise even veteran whodunit readers.” 

–Publishers Weekly

Fleeting Promise

Fleet has faced grueling challenges in the past, but never 
one as dicey as this: a deliciously homicidal restaurant gala.

     July 2015.  243 pages.  6 x 9.  Enescu Fleet Mystery, Book Five.

    $29. Hardcover.  978-0991232475 / 099123247X           $4.99 E-book.
    $12.95 Softcover.  978-1514689110 / 1514689111

“Another delectable entry in a brilliant series.”

–Kirkus Reviews

MysteryCaper logos, cover art and illustrations by Katerina Vamvasaki.
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Five Star Detour

A stolen artifact complicates a freelance courier’s weekend.  
The MysteryCaper that started it all.  (1st pub, Nov 2000.)

     August 2011.  263 pages.  6 x 9.  Warren Kingsley Mystery, Book One.

    $29. Hardcover.  978-0991232406 / 0991232402            $4.99 E-book.
    $12.95 Softcover.  978-1463782498 / 1463782497

“Girls, weekend, assassins, police, girls.  Peter Sellers 
would’ve been perfect for the part.”

–Baltimore Sun

Double Cover

A client’s murder leads one bodyguard to hire his own 
bodyguard.  Prequel to Five Star Detour.

     July 2011.  170 pages.  6 x 9.  Warren Kingsley Mystery, Book Two.

    $29. Hardcover.  978-0991232420 / 0991232429            $4.99 E-book.
    $12.95 Softcover.  978-1463724849 / 1463724845

“Bertie Wooster fans will appreciate Warren Kingsley, the 
inept star of  this comic mystery ...”

–Publishers Weekly

Double Talk

Warren Kingsley is back, ready to apply (or not apply) his 
many talents as a political animal.

     July 2016.  260 pages.  6 x 9.  Warren Kingsley Mystery, Book Three.

    $29. Hardcover.  978-0991232482 / 0991232488             $4.99 E-book.
    $12.95 Softcover.  978-1533434104 / 1533434107

“The dialogue [in Double Cover] is snappy, clever, and 
there’s at least one laugh per page.”

–Feathered Quill Book Reviews 



About Sherban Young

Sherban (rhymes with “bourbon”) lives in 
Ellicott City, Maryland and has often been 
called the next P. G. Wodehouse, or at the 
very least the current Sherban Young.  He is 
the author of  numerous witty mystery novels, 
including two detective series: one starring 
Enescu Fleet, well-aged man of  the world; the 
second featuring Warren Kingsley, bodyguard 
not-so extraordinaire.

Opportunity Slips

A billionaire, an attorney and an ice cream company land 
a man knee-deep in the sorbet.  (1st pub, Mar 2002.)

    August 2011.  6 x 9.  265 pages.

    $29. Hardcover.  978-0991232413 / 0991232410            $4.99 E-book.
    $12.95 Softcover.  978-1466231559 / 1466231556

“A fresh voice in humorous, cozy mysteries ...”

–MyShelf

Deadly Allusions
60 Puzzles for the Cultured Detective

They’re fun.  They’re educational.  They have dead bodies 
in them.  Enjoy!

    March 2009.  Also pub as Dead Men Do Tell Tales (Dover Books).

    $2.99 E-book.

“This book is downright brilliant ... a breeze to read but 
provides hours of  entertainment.”

–Sammy the Bookworm

www.mysterycaper.com/about
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